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For optimum forming of thin walled micro-perforated metal foils, the embossing pattern and an additional pre-forming process may be of high importance.




PECTEC has all the necessary capabilities to process the pre-forming of semi-finished metal foils, reliably, on time and according to highest quality standards.
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Do you have specific requirements on the outer shape? Smooth and embossed foils can be die-cut up to a maximum size of 54” x 55” (1380 mm x 1400 mm).
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The PECTEC coating is applied to one side of the aluminum to best suit the customer's process when bonding our aluminum to their nonwoven fabric or substrate of their choice.
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To make the next processing steps in our customer´s facilities easier, we can provide embossed material being cut to the requested size. Our high precision longitudinal and cross cutting systems process blanks with outer dimensions up to 55” x 354” (1400 mm x 9000 mm).
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Our embossing process is tooled to produce two types of embossing, either large ball calotte or small ball calotte up to a coil width of 55 “(1400 mm). Our state-of-the-art embossing calenders are designed to optimize machine output while securing process quality.
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With our manufacturing lines, we produce various micro-perforation patterns, ranging from 32 holes / in² to 320 holes / in² (5 holes/cm² to 50 holes/cm²). We are currently tooled to produce 32 holes / in² and 154 holes / in². All perforated materials can be embossed and processed to customer requirements.
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We at PECTEC keep a large stock of metal foils, which enables us to supply our customers with a high degree of flexibility. We concentrate on industrial metal foil applications, processing aluminum and stainless-steel foils as a semi-finished product adding features as they are needed for high performance thermal and acoustic insulation products in the automotive industry.




The combination of heat reflecting material properties with the sound absorbing function of micro-perforation has made our products become a key component for modern thermal and acoustic insulating automotive components.
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Starting off the new year here at PEC2TEC we wanted to show off our outstanding team members that bring life to the products that serve multiple industries across North America, South America, Mexico, and Canada. Meet Chatt, she has been with the PEC2TEC family since 2019 and just celebrated her 5-year anniversary. Chatt is a proficient machine operator and is responsible for all the die-cut aluminum & foam parts.




We are extremely proud of Chatt and all the success she has brought to the team. Thank you Chatt!


One of our many mascots, if you stop by our office you may get lucky enough to meet one of our four legged team members. This is Ash, he is super intelligent and loves to keep our staff's morale high and promote a healthy work environment. But don’t worry, if you’re not fond of dogs we always have a sign posted to notify guests in our lobby.






On-site trade fairs are often the best opportunity to meet customers and partners again in person and to exchange information about current or new potential projects. Therefore we were very happy about the visit and the exchange with our friends of PECTEC Corporation. We always appreciate feedback of our business partners. It assists us in order to further optimize existing products or to develop new solutions until they are ready for the market.




Website TENOWO: 🌐 https://www.tenowo.com/en/






After extensive R&D PECTEC is now adding aluminum + fiberglass laid scrim to our conversion portfolio. This allows our customers savings by adding reinforcement to thinner gauge foils. Pictured below is combination of 50 micron aluminum with our PT-20 (polyurethane) + 2x2cm scrim.






High Temperature Applications




For a strong high temperature bond, PT-30 is specially formulated to continuously withstand temps of up to 300° celsius.




It has a high bonding rate to most non-woven materials and substrates.


Founded in 2014, PECTEC Corporation is an experienced, and innovative company serving the American markets with micro-perforated, embossed top-quality metal foils and metal products.
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